MANIFESTO

Think Green
Take Effective Action
Use recycled, create recyclable
Be Sustainable
Eco Mood On!

Be scientific: calculate the acoustic comfort
Design appealing shape based on performance
Be analytical: catch criticities, find appropriate solution
Achieve acoustic comfort
Design Soundscape
Be emotional, hear the space

Plan flexibility
Always label with certifications
Innovate
Focus on people

Get the touch, feel the material
Fall in love with the finishing

Map the space, connect minds
Never stop, research is the base

ACOUSTIC MANIFESTO
WALL

TECHNOLOGY: ECORANGE, TAILOR MADE, FELT

#wall #acoustic #silence #green #thinkgreen #thereisnotplanetb
#wallcoverings #walldesign #walldecor #office #designyourworkspace
#sustainability #acousticforwall #sounddesign #soundabsorption

↑ TUNNEL
1. JAZZ DESIGN BY DE BONA E DE MELO
2. ECO WALL
3. T-FRAME WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESSES
4. ECO ROUND, ARCHITECTURE DESIGN BY
   COIMA IMAGE, PHOTOGRAPHY FRANCESCA IOVINE
5. ECO DROP
1. MILLERIGHE 45° DESIGN BY ONSITESTUDIO
2. T-FRAME TRIANGLE
3. MILLERIGHE DESIGN BY ONSITESTUDIO
1. ECOSTRING
2. T-FRAME HEXAGON
3. ECOBUBBLE
4. ECOWALL [VELVET]
5. HAT DESIGN BY CLAUDIO LARCHER
ECODESK SURFACE WALL & HARD FELT BAFFLE
1. TUNNEL
2. T-FRAME SURFACE
3. ECOARCH CX
4. T-FRAME COMPOSITION
1 T-FRAME WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESSES
2 ECOSTRONG
3 LAMELLAE
4 FELT OVER COLLECTION T-FRAME
1. ECOARCH CX LIGHT
2. MILLERIGHE WITH LIGHTS DESIGN BY ONSITESTUDIO
3. T-FRAME SURFACE WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESSES & LIGHTS
1. Ecoround Wall & Felt
2. Cube Felt Wall, Cushion & Andamane Design by Claudio Larcher
3. Ecowall Booth & Cushion
4. T-Frame Surface with Different Thicknesses & Felt
5. Ecostrong Booth in Velvet & Cushion
TECHNOLOGY: ECORANGE, TAILOR MADE

#desk #acoustic #silence #green #thinkgreen #recyclable
#designinterior #office #officedesign #designyourworkspace
#sustainability #desksystem #sounddesign #soundabsorption

ECODESK
1. TLIGHT Baffle, Desk & T-Frame Surface
2. ECODESK 40-60-80 & Felt
3. ECODESK XL
4. ECObooth
5. TLIGHT ECLAIR
CEILING
TECHNOLOGY: ECORANGE, TAILOR MADE

#ceiling #acoustic #silence #thinkgreen #thereisnotplanetb #recyclable
#playwithcolors #office #officedesign #acousticceiling #designyourworkspace
#sustainability #ceilingsolution #sounddesign #soundabsorption

I ECORANGE BAFFLE
1. T-FRAME WITH LIGHTS
2. ECO RANGE CUSTOM BAFFLE
3. MESH
4. T-FRAME ROUND CEILING ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN BY MARKEYSCHIELSTRAETE.BE
1. ANDAMANE DESIGN BY CLAUDIO LARCHER
2. T-FRAME SQUARE WITH LIGHT
3. T-FRAME ROUND WITH LIGHT
4. T-FRAME WITH LIGHT
5. ECODROP LIGHT
1. T-FRAME CEILING ARCHITECTURE DESIGN BY PALOMA ARCHITECTS
2. ECOROUND FOR FALSE CEILING
3. SPHERE
4. T-FRAME HEXAGON
5. T-FRAME RECTANGLE CEILING & WALL
1. ECODESK BAFFLE 40
2. ECONALL & ECODESK BAFFLE XL
3. T-FRAME SQUARE WITH DIFFERENT THICKNESSES
4. ECODESK BAFFLE VERTICAL
1. T-FRAME BAFFLE
2. T-FRAME CEILING WITH LIGHT & FELT LETTERING
3. T-FRAME ROUND CEILING
PARTITION
TECHNOLOGY: ECORANGE, TAILOR MADE

#partition #acoustic #silence #thinkgreen #thereisnotplanetb #recyclable
#playwithcolors #office #officedesign #officedividers #designyourworkspace
#sustainability #acousticpartition #sounddesign #soundabsorption

I T-LIGHT FREESTANDING
ECOSTRONG HUB
2 ECODESK FREESTANDING
3 ECOFLEX AND OPALINE COMPOSITION
4 T-LIGHT FREESTANDING
5 ECODESK BAFFLE 40 COMPOSITION
6 ECODESK BAFFLE XL
7 T-LIGHT KEYSTONE UP AND DOWN
1. MONSTERA BAFFLE
2. GEOMETRIC CUT OUT BAFFLE
3. MOSAIC CUT OUT BAFFLE
4. HERTZ CUT OUT BAFFLE DESIGN BY JACOPO CIUCCI
1. CAPSULE BAFFLE
2. JUNGLE LIFE CUT OUT BAFFLE
3. STRIPES CUT OUT BAFFLE
ACOUSTIC FURNITURE

TECHNOLOGY: ECORANGE, TAILOR MADE, FELT

#acousticfurniture #acoustic #silence #thinkgreen #thereisnotplanetb #recyclable #office #officedesign #designyourworkspace #sustainability #findyourspace #sounddesign #soundabsorption

| OASIS DESIGN BY ID AID |
1-2-3-4-5-6 OASIS DESIGN BY ID AID, WINNER OF GERMAN DESIGN AWARD
1 HAT DESIGN BY CLAUDIO LARCHER
2 PHONE BOOTH ROUND
3 ECOBOOTH WALL
4 CHAT BOOTH
5 POUF
TECHNOLOGY: FELT

#felt #acoustic #silence #thinkgreen #theresnotplanetb #recyclable
#wallcoverings #office #officedesign #colours #designyourworkspace
#sustainability #acousticdesign #sounddesign #soundabsorption

| ECO&PETFELT |
1. POISFELT
2. ECO&PETFELT
3. JUNGLE PRINTED FELT
4. ECOFELT BOOTHS
1. Felt shapes cactus
2. Mimari design by Mimari Studio
3. Le Crochet design by Studio Algoritmo
4. Felt shapes on wall
1 TRAMA & ORDITO DESIGN BY STUDIO ALGORITMO
2 PLAYFELT
3 TUNNEL ORGANIC
1. Felt Shape Detail
2. Bluegram Design by Gio Tiotto
3. Felt Shape Triangle
4. Felt Shape Triangle Detail
1 DAPHNE FRAXINUS, LAURUS, OLEA & QUERCUS
   DESIGN BY STUDIO ALGORITMO
2 DAPHNE CALADILUM & MONSTÉRA
   DESIGN BY STUDIO ALGORITMO
3 DAPHNE BANANO & ALOCASIA
   DESIGN BY STUDIO ALGORITMO